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The  Touch Stones Skipping Stones of My Life

20’s: Avoided Work & Attempted to Transcend Societal Limitations
30’s: Enjoyed the Good Life of Material Excess

40’s: Fell Into Writing -- Hard
50’s: Code Will Save the World -- or at least, will enable me to craft a new one

Feng Sh-way All the Way

Green: is my favorite color.  Before that it was purple, then black with silver trim, but before all 
that, back when I was a wee lad, orange was the best; mainly because I liked oranges and found 
it pretty darn cool that the fruit and the color shared the same name.  Take that grape and banana!

Thirteen: is the best number... along with its derivatives, of course: 1, 3, & 4 should be self-
explanatory; 12 & 14 are, of course, 13 +/- 1; 10 & 16 are the same, but +/-3; and then, taking 
the primary derivative of those yields 11 & 15, which I guess just means, I’m pretty open about 
the entire number spectrum.  Never really liked 2, though (taking up space between 1 and 3 as it 
does), but I will admit to having a special place in my heart for 1018.

Cancer with a Libra Rising: so, like, I was in this bar once and this cute girl said I looked like a 
Libra; being a fool, I insisted I was a Cancer; but being the wise woman that she was, she 
informed me that my sun sign might be cancer, but by the pale moonlight, I was definitely a 
Libra.  The moon does strange things to us Cancers, especially those with a Libra Rising.

Education

The School Hard Knocks (of course): I believe I graduated with honors...

Extensive Volunteer Experience
(Yes, I volunteered & was ultimately turned down for...)

--- -----’s Oscar Escort: well, it’s more like a standing marriage proposal (that continues to go 
unanswered); anyway, I like to assume that if married, she’d take her ‘Hubby’ to the Oscars.

CEO for ---- --- Corp: as CEO for their North American Operations.  Of course, that’s all hush-
hush until the contracts are finalized (I’m asking for more money, they’re asking me to ‘Cease & 
Desist’, which by-the-by is no way to treat your future CEO guys, just saying).

Work... only if I have to

Seriously, I’ve been fired from better places than this.  So, it goes without saying (but you know 
that I still will) that my work experience is literally far (like, far-far) too extensive to catalogue 
here, let alone remember, so why bother even trying?  Truthfully, I don’t understand why 
potential employers seem so obsessed about such things.  Work, I can take it or leave it.

“Chill, dude.  It’ll get done when it gets done.”
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